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Videos in ASL on different topics.

Games to practice learning.

Articles related to nature and animals

Short Youtube video guided movement breaks

Games to practice learning

Online dictionary
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Literacy Activities
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Famous actors reading children’s stories in spoken English

Facebook page that posts different activities in ASL

Vocabulary and Grammar Activities

Storytelling for everyone

Youtube channel for story books in ASL

Fun online games for reading/alphabet/spelling/writing

Animated short wordless videos with descriptions on how to target different language skills
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Vocabulary
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Everyday Objects
Quizlet for the written English names of everyday objects.

Parts
Quizlet for the written English names of the parts of everyday objects.

Shades of Meaning
Quizlet for practicing recognition of Tier 2 vocabulary in written English and ASL

Online games for vocabulary and grammar

Videos to learn basic vocabulary in ASL
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ASL Dictionary
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& ava
For communicating with hearing people

the ASL app
Learn ASL

Razz Kids: Practice listening and reading skills

A list of apps for deaf/hard-of-hearing people

Smalltalk Phonemes: Models of speech mouth movements and sounds

Free and discounted children’s stories in ASL with captions and voice interpreting
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Hearing Aids & Cochlear Implants
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Youtube video on quick tips for troubleshooting hearing aids

Daily care and troubleshooting tips for hearing aids

Video: how to clean earmolds
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Listening Training
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RANDALL'S ESL CYBER LISTENING LAB

Provides online English listening comprehension quizzes and activities

Sound effects of environmental & speech sounds

Pitch memory game

The Listening Room

Activities to support speech, language, and listening skills

Starfall

Activities related to reading and phonics

Webber HearBuilder

30 Day free trial for practice on various listening skills
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Kitchen and nature sensory activities

Free downloadable poster for movement breaks

Handout for touch, movement, and deep pressure activities
Gross Motor
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CHICAGO OT THERAPY

Free downloadable PDFs for Animals walks, exercises/yoga poses, and play positions.

Super Duper Publications

Handout for cross midline home activities

Throwing with household items

Video: Movement break with Ms. Denise

Video: Movement break with Ms. Aisha
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Gross Motor
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Video: Freeze song for all ages

Video: How to overhand throw for K-5th grade

Video: Fun balancing on one foot

Video: How to overhand throw for PIP and Preschool

Video: kids kicking a ball

Video: Jumping Jacks for grades K-2
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Fine Motor
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Activities for early childhood

Video: finger acrobatics/exercises

Handout for scissor skills

Fine motor activities for K-2 students using household objects

Handout for preschool fine motor skills
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Handwriting/Keyboarding
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Handout on tips to improve handwriting

Handout on tips to improve a child’s writing skills

PDF on capital letter formation

PDF on lower case letter formation

PDF on number formation

Website for typing practice
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Visual Motor/Visual Perception
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- Maze Book Activity Worksheets
- Visual Perceptual Activity Worksheets
- Shape Book Activity Worksheets
- Visual Motor Activity Worksheets

- Visual memory activities
- Sequential memory activities
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Executive Functioning
Organization, Following Directions, Paying Attention
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Learning contract for elementary school students

Getting ready for the day schedule for young students

Learning contract for middle school students

Studying schedule for older students
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